
 

 

THIRD NOTICE 

(December, 7
th

, 2016) 

 

Once the reception of paper proposals is finished, the selection process has 

produced the definitive list of accepted proposals, which can be found by following 

this link: https://historiazgz2017.com/propuestas-de-comunicacion/. With this notice we 

publish the guidelines for Papers, Dossiers and Scriptoria. We also include information 

about Registration and suggestions for your accommodation during the 6th International 

Meeting of Young Researchers in Modern and Contemporary History, which will be 

hold in Zaragoza in 2017. 

The papers due date is April, 21st (inclusive) and they should be sent in 

duplicate by e-mail. One copy to the official e-mail address 

(joveneshistoria2017@gmail.com) and the other to the individual Panel Workshop e-

mail address. Regarding format, papers must follow the Editing Standards of Ayer and 

considerate the indications found within the Downloads section: “Guidelines for 

Submission”. 

The dossiers due date is June, 23rd (inclusive) and must be developed by each 

Panel Workshop. The document is mandatory and will be composed by all the papers, 

considering the individual philosophy of the Panel Workshop. It also needs to fulfil the 

following three rules: 

1) To summarize the Panel Workshop contents for any attendee to understand the 

general sense of each panel.  

2) To remark the agreement and disagreement points between papers. Based in 

this, they will propose some discussion lines.  

3) To provide any supplementary materials needed for the whole comprehension 

of the Panel Workshop. 

We remind that these dossiers are compulsory, and that they will be posted in 

our website, as well as the papers. Dossiers will follow the same Editing Standards and 

extension limits provided for papers.   

The Scriptoria report due date is April, 21st. They will have to content any project 

and activity planned for the meeting. Format guidelines can be found in the file 

“Scriptoria Activity Report”, hosted in the Downloads section. All Scriptoria reports 

will be posted in our blog. 

The Registration fee is 15€ and must be processed by Friday, April 21st 

(inclusive). To register later will increase the fee to 20€. In both cases the bank account 

is: ES 26 2085 0168 5403 0001 0023 (international code Swift: CAZRES2Z). The 
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document proving the deposit of the fee must be send by e-mail to the official e-mail 

address (joveneshistoria2017@gmail.com) using the  registration provided in the 

following address: https://historiazgz2017eng.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/third-notice/  . 

This fee includes all the meeting material, certificate of attendance, paper presentation 

or Panel Workshop coordination. 

All other expenses will be covered by any individual attending the meeting. We 

offer you in the Downloads section the document named “Accommodation 

Recommendations” made by some accommodation suggestions, and we will release 

more information about transport, the provisional program, included meals and the 

venues in the Fourth Notice. 

Kind regards, 

The Organising Committee. 
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